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ABSTRACT

The latest trend towards performance asymmetry among cores on a single chip of a multicore processor is posing new software engineering challenges for developers. A key challenge is that for effective utilization of these performance-asymmetric multicore processors, application threads must be assigned to cores such that the resource needs of a thread closely matches resource availability at the assigned core. Determining this assignment manually is tedious, error prone, and it significantly complicates software development. We contribute a transparent and fully-automatic program analysis, which we call phase-guided tuning, to solve this problem. Phase-guided tuning adapts an application to effectively utilize performance-asymmetric cores of a processor. Our technique does not require any changes in the compiler or operating system, thus it is easy to deploy in existing tool chains. It does not require any input from the programmer except the application. Furthermore, it is independent of the characteristics (performance-asymmetry) of the target multicore processor, which has two benefits. First, it avoids the need to create multiple customizations of the binary for each target architecture, and second it relieves the programmer of the burden of anticipating the target architecture. Last but not least, our technique significantly improves performance. Compared to the stock Linux scheduler, our best technique shows 215% improvement in throughput and 36% average process speedup, while maintaining fairness and with negligible overheads.
CHAPTER 1. Introduction

CPUs with multiple cores have become commodity items [53, 18]. CPU vendors are projecting that in the next decade the number of cores in a CPU will increase to as many as hundreds [9]. This makes it important to devise techniques for their effective utilization. Recently both CPU vendors and researchers have advocated the need for a class of multicore processors called single-ISA performance-asymmetric multicores [3, 4, 20, 27, 35, 40]. All cores in a performance-asymmetric multicore processor support the same instruction set, however, they differ in terms of performance characteristics such as clock frequency, cache size, etc [20, 28, 40]. These architectures have been shown to provide an effective trade-off between performance, die area, and power consumption compared to homogeneous multicore processors [20, 27, 35, 40].

Programming performance-asymmetric multicore processors is, however, much harder compared to their homogeneous counterparts. To effectively utilize these processors, application threads must be executed on cores such that the resource requirements of a thread closely match the resources provided by the core [26, 35]. This must be done while maintaining fairness between threads. To match the resource requirements of a thread to the resources provided by the core, both must be known. The programmer can manually tune the application to achieve such a mapping, however, this manual tuning has at least three problems. First, the programmer must be aware of the runtime characteristics of the program code as well as the details of the underlying performance asymmetry, which increases the intellectual burden on the programmer. Second, with multiple target architectures this manual tuning must be carried out for each architecture, which can be costly, tedious, and error prone. Third, as a result of this manual tuning a custom version must be created for each architecture, which decreases reusability and creates a maintenance problem. The performance asymmetry present in the target multicore processor may not be known during development, which further complicates manual tuning.
1.1 Contributions

The main technical contribution of this work is a novel program analysis technique, which we call *phase-guided tuning*, for matching resource requirements of threads to the resources provided by the cores of a performance asymmetric multicore processor. Phase-guided tuning builds on a well-known insight that programs exhibit phase behavior [22, 24, 34, 42, 47, 51, 54]. By phase behavior we mean that a program goes through phases of execution that show similar runtime characteristics compared to other phases [5, 11, 12, 13, 19, 49]. Based on this insight, our approach consists of two parts: a static analysis, which identifies likely *phase-transition points*, and a lightweight dynamic analysis that determines thread-to-core assignment on the fly. We define a phase-transition point as a point in the program where runtime characteristics are likely to change. The static analysis results are used to generate standalone binaries in which each phase-transition point is instrumented with a tiny fragment for dynamic analysis. Phase-guided tuning has the following software engineering benefits:

- **Programmer Oblivious**: The programmer need not be aware of the performance characteristics of their application or the performance asymmetry of the target multicore CPU.

- **Transparent Deployment**: No modification is needed to the operating system or compilers. Thus it can be utilized with minimal disruption in the build and deployment chain.

- **Tune Once, Run Anywhere**: The application tuning is independent of the performance characteristics of the target architecture, thus there is no need to create multiple versions\(^\text{1}\).

- **Negligible Overhead**: It incurs less than 4% space overhead and less than 0.2% time overhead, i.e. it is useful for overhead conscious software and it is scalable.

- **Improved Utilization**: It improves utilization of performance-asymmetric multicore processors by increasing throughput by as much as 215% and by reducing average process time by as much as 36% while maintaining fairness between applications.

We have implemented phase-guided tuning as part of our binary static analysis and instrumentation framework, which shows the feasibility of the approach.

\(^1\)As usual, a separate version is needed for different instruction sets.
To evaluate the effectiveness of phase-guided tuning, we applied it to workloads constructed from the SPEC CPU 2000 and 2006 benchmark suites which are standard for evaluating processors, memory and compilers. These workloads consist of a fixed number of benchmarks running simultaneously. For these workloads we observed as much as 215% improvement in the utilization of our performance-asymmetric processor setup while maintaining comparable fairness and negligible overheads. On average processes were as much as 36% faster without causing process starvation.

1.2 Organization

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 explains the two components of our approach: static phase transition analysis and marking, and dynamic analysis and optimization. Chapter 3 describes our static analysis and instrumentation framework. Chapter 4 presents our experimental results which evaluate the overheads involved with our technique as well as its overall benefits. Chapter 5 describes related work. Chapter 6 outlines our plans and ideas for future work. Chapter 7 concludes.
CHAPTER 2. Phase-guided Tuning

A program exhibits phase behavior \([5, 11, 12, 13, 19, 49]\) in that it goes through several phases of execution that show similar runtime characteristics compared to other phases of execution. The intuition behind our approach is the following. We classify a program’s execution into code sections; group these sections into clusters such that all sections in the same cluster are likely to exhibit similar runtime characteristics. Then, the actual runtime characteristics of a small number of representative sections in the cluster are likely to manifest the behavior of the entire cluster. By classifying a program’s execution into sections and sections into clusters independent of the program’s input, we see several benefits. Most importantly, no development efforts for representative inputs are needed; and thread-to-core assignments for unanticipated use cases and varying architectures are automatically tackled.

Based on these intuitions, phase-guided tuning works as follows. A static analysis is performed to identify phase-transition points. This analysis proceeds as follows. First, we divide a program’s code into sections. Second, we classify these sections into one or more phase types thereby clustering them into one or more groups such that each section in the cluster is likely to exhibit similar runtime characteristics. Third, we identify points in the program where the control flows \([2]\) from a section of one phase type to a different phase type. These points are identified as phase-transition points.

Each phase-transition point is statically instrumented to insert a small code fragment which we call a phase mark\(^1\). A phase mark contains information about the phase type for the current section, code for dynamic performance analysis, and code for making core switching decisions. At runtime the dynamic analysis code in the phase marks analyzes the performance of a small number of representative sections of each phase type. These analysis results are used to determine a suitable core assignment for

\(^1\)The idea of phase marking is similar to the work by Lau et al. \([33]\), however, we do not use a program trace to determine our phase marks and make our selections based on a different criteria.
the phase type such that the resources provided by the core matches the expected resources for sections of that phase type. On determining a satisfactory assignment for a phase type, all future phase marks for that phase type reduce to simply making appropriate core switching decisions. Thus, the actual characteristics of few representative sections of a given phase type are used as an approximation of the expected characteristics of all sections of that phase type. This allows our technique to automatically tackle new architectures. The rest of this section describes the individual components of our approach in detail.

2.1 Static Phase Transition Analysis

The aim of our static analysis is to determine points in the control-flow where phase behavior is likely to change. We refer to such points as phase-transition points. The precision and the granularity of identifying such points is likely to determine the performance gains observed at runtime. To that end, the first step in our analysis is to detect similarity among basic blocks in the program and classify them into one or more phase types that are likely to exhibit similar runtime behavior. We then examine three different analysis to detect and mark phase transitions with phase marks. The first is a basic block level analysis. The second builds upon this basic block analysis to analyze intervals. The third also builds upon the basic block analysis to analyze loops inter-procedurally.

Figure 2.1 illustrates this process for our basic block level analysis. Step 1 represents the initial procedure. Step 2 finds the blocks which are larger than the threshold size (shaded). Next, step 3 finds the type for each block considered in the previous step. Then, we reduce the phase transition points by using a lookahead, this is illustrated in step 4. Finally, step 5 shows the new control-flow graph for the procedure which now includes the phase transition marks.

In this section, we first discuss the analysis techniques for annotating control-flow graphs (CFGs) with types for both of our techniques. Next, we discuss how to use the annotated control-flow graphs to perform the phase transition marking.

\(^2\) Huang et al. [25] show that basing processor adaptation on code sections (positional) rather than time (temporal) improves energy reduction techniques. We also take a positional approach.
2.1.1 Static CFG Annotation

We now discuss the three analysis techniques used to annotate a program’s control-flow graph with type information. First, we explain the technique used for our basic block analysis. Then, we expand this technique to include our technique for interval typing. Finally, we describe an inter-procedural loop based technique.

**Attributed Control Flow Graph Construction.** Our static analysis first divides a program into procedures \( P \) and each procedure \( p \in P \) into basic blocks to construct the set of basic blocks \( B \) [2]. We use the classic definition of a basic block that it is a section of code that has one entry point and one exit point with no jumps in between [2]. We then classify each basic block into exactly one type \( \pi \in \Pi \) to construct the set of attributed basic blocks \( \bar{B} \subseteq B \times \Pi \). The notion of type here is different from types in a program and does not necessarily reflect the concrete runtime behavior of the basic block. Rather it suggests similarity between expected behaviors of basic blocks that are given the same type. A strategy for assigning types to a basic block based on execution traces is given in Section 4.1, however, other methods for basic block classification can also be used.

Using the attributed basic blocks, attributed intra-procedural control-flow graphs for procedures are created. An attributed intra-procedural control-flow graph \( C\mathcal{F}G \) is \( \langle N, \mathcal{E}, \eta_0 \rangle \). Here, \( N \), the set of control-flow graph nodes is \( \bar{B} \cup S \), where \( S \) ranges over special nodes representing system calls.
and procedure invocations. The set of directed edges in the control-flow is defined as \( \mathcal{E} \subseteq \mathcal{N} \times \mathcal{N} \times \{b, f\} \), where \( b, f \) represent backward and forward control-flow edges. \( \eta_0 \equiv (\beta, \pi) \) is a special block representing the entry point of the procedure, where \( \beta \in \mathcal{B} \) and \( \pi \in \Pi \).

**Summarizing Intervals.** The goal of our intra-procedural interval [2] analysis is to summarize intervals into a single type. To perform our interval analysis, we start with the attributed control-flow graph for each procedure created by the basic block analysis. We then use the basic block types to determine interval types.

For each procedure, we start by partitioning the attributed control-flow graph of the procedure into a unique set of intervals \( (I) \) using standard algorithms [2]. “An interval \( (i(\eta) \in I) \) corresponding to a node \( \eta \in \mathcal{N} \) is the maximal, single entry subgraph for which \( \eta \) is the entry node and in which all closed paths contain \( \eta \) [2, pp.6].” For each interval, \( i \), we then compute its dominant type by doing a depth-first traversal of the interval starting with the entry node, while ignoring backward control-flow edges (marked with \( b \)) unless traversal gets stuck at a non-leaf node. The exit nodes of the interval represent the leaf nodes. This summarization algorithm is shown in Figure 2.2 and illustrated for a simple interval in Figure 2.3.

\[
\begin{align*}
\rho &= \phi \\
\text{for all DFS(I) do} & \\
\quad \text{if } \eta \in \rho \text{ then} & \\
\qquad & M \oplus \{\pi \mapsto M(\pi) + w_b \ast \varphi(\eta)\} \\
\quad \text{else} & \\
\qquad & M \oplus \{\pi \mapsto M(\pi) + w_f \ast \varphi(\eta)\} \\
\quad \text{end if} & \\
\rho &= \eta + \rho \\
\text{return max(dom}(M)) & \\
\text{end for} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2.2 Interval summarization to find dominant type

During a depth-first traversal we maintain a stack of control-flow nodes encountered thus far \( (\rho = \eta + \rho') \) with the entry node of the interval at the bottom of this stack and the currently visited node at the top of the stack. A type map for the interval \( (M : \Pi \mapsto \mathbb{R}) \) is maintained. On visiting a control-flow node \( \eta \) in the interval, the type map \( M \) is changed to \( M' \) where \( M' \) is \( M \oplus \{\pi \mapsto M(\pi) + w_f \ast \varphi(\eta)\} \).
Here, $\pi$ is the type of the control-flow node, $w_f$ is the forward edge weight, $\varphi$ maps nodes to node weights, and $\oplus$ is the overriding operator for finite functions.

On reaching a control-flow node with an outgoing backward edge, if the backward edge has not previously been traversed, the target control-flow node ($\eta'$) of the backward edge is computed. For each control-flow node $\eta''$ from $\eta'$ to $\eta$ on the stack $\rho$, the type map $M$ is changed to $M'$ where $M'$ is $M \oplus \{\pi \mapsto M(\pi) + w_b \ast \varphi(\eta)\}$ and $w_b$ is the backward edge weight. The values for $w_f$ and $w_b$ are heuristically decided, but intuitively it makes sense to have $w_b$ greater than $w_f$ (to give more weight to nodes in loops). The node weight function, $\varphi : \mathcal{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, maps nodes to values based on a heuristic measure of the expected execution time of the block. We currently use the number of instructions in the node as this measure.

On completion of the depth-first traversal, the dominant type of the interval is $\pi$, where $\not\exists \pi'.M(\pi') > M(\pi)$. In case of a tie, a simple heuristic is used. Currently, the type with maximal number of control-flow nodes in the interval is used as a tiebreaker.
As a result of this process, we obtain another control flow graph of the procedure where nodes are tuples of intervals and their types. To distinguish these from control-flow graphs of basic blocks, we refer to them as attributed interval graphs. It would be interesting to explore whether summarizing interval graphs again is useful [2], however, in this paper we only consider first-order intervals. Our initial intuition is that the value of applying n\textsuperscript{th} order interval summarization will depend on the average size of procedures.

**Summarizing Loops.** The goal of our inter-procedural loop analysis is to summarize loops into a single type. To perform our loop analysis, we start with the attributed control-flow graph for each procedure created by the basic block analysis. We then use the basic block types to determine loop types. A bottom-up typing is performed with respect to the call graph. In the case of indirect recursion, we randomly choose one procedure to analyze first then analyze all procedures again until a fixpoint is reached.

For each procedure, we start by partitioning the attributed control-flow graph of the procedure into a unique set of loops (L) using standard algorithms [41]. For each loop, l ∈ L, we then compute its dominant type starting with the inner-most loops. We do a breadth-first traversal of the loop starting with the entry node, while ignoring backward control-flow edges. This summarization algorithm is shown in Figure 2.4 and illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Throughout the traversal, a type map for the loop (M : Π → R) is maintained which maps types to weights. On visiting a control-flow node in the loop, η ∈ l, the type map M is changed to M′ = M ⊕ {π → M(π) + w_n(λ) * ϕ(η)}. Here, π is the type of the control-flow node η, w_n maps nodes to nesting level weights, ϕ maps nodes to node weights, and ⊕ is the overriding operator for finite functions. Since loops are usually executed multiple times, nodes in contained loops should have more impact on the type of the overall loop. Thus, nodes which belong to inner loops are given a higher weight via the function w_n(x) where x is the nesting level and w_n : N → R which maps nesting levels to weights.

On completion of the breadth-first traversal, the dominant type of the loop l is π_l, where ∄π s.t. M(π) > M(π_l). In case of a tie, a simple heuristic is used. Currently, the type with maximal number of control-flow nodes in the loop is used as a tiebreaker. We also have a strength of the
for all $\eta \in \text{BFS}(l \in \mathcal{L})$ do
$\lambda := \left| \{l' \in \mathcal{L} | l' \subset l \wedge \eta \in l' \} \right|$ 
$M \oplus \{ \pi \mapsto M(\pi) + w_n(\lambda) \star \varphi(\eta) \}$
end for

$M(\pi_l) = \max_{\pi \in \text{dom}(M)}(M(\pi))$

$\sigma_l := M(\pi_l)/\sum_{\pi \in \text{dom}(M)} M(\pi)$

if $\exists l' \text{ s.t. } l' \subset l \wedge \exists l'' \text{ s.t. } l' \subset l'' \subset l$ then
  if $(l', \pi_{l'}, \sigma_{l'}) \in T \wedge (\pi_{l'} = \pi_l \lor \sigma_{l'} < \sigma_l)$ then
    $T := T \cup \{(l, \pi_l, \sigma_l)\}$
    $T := T \setminus \{(l', \pi_{l'}, \sigma_{l'})\}$
  end if
else
  $T := T \cup \{(l, \pi_l, \sigma_l)\}$
end if

Figure 2.4  Loop summarization to find dominant type. BFS ignores back edges

type, $\sigma$ which is simply the weight the type $\pi_l$ over the sum of all other type weights. This strength is used for determining types of nested loops.

Suppose we have a loop $l'$ which contains the current loop $l$. If both loops have the same type ($\pi_{l'} = \pi_l$), it doesn’t make sense to incur the overhead of our analysis and optimization code at each iteration of the outer loop. Instead, we can do this analysis and optimization before the outer loop, and eliminate any work done inside this loop. Thus, after we determine the type for the current loop $l$, we get the next largest nested loop, $l'$. If there is no such loop, then we add the current type information to the loop type map $T$. If the type of the nested loop ($l'$) is the same as the current loop ($l$), then we add the current loop, $l$ to the type map and remove the nested loop $l'$. If the types of the two loops differ, we take the type with the higher strength, $\sigma$ since it is more likely that we have an accurate typing for such a loop.

As a result of this process, we obtain another control flow graph of the procedure where nodes are tuples of loops and their types. To distinguish these from control-flow graphs of basic blocks, we refer to them as attributed loop graphs.

Phase Transitions. Once we have determined types for sections of the program’s CFG, we compute the phase transition points. Recall that a phase-transition point is a point in the program where
runtime characteristics are likely to change. Since sections of code with the same type should have approximately similar behavior, we assume that program behavior is likely to change when control flows from one type to another. The next section describes our techniques for marking these points in the application.

2.1.2 Phase Transition Marking

Once the phase transitions are determined, we statically insert phase marks in the binary to produce a standalone binary with phase information and dynamic analysis code fragments. These code fragments also handle the core switching. By instrumenting binaries, we eliminate the need for compiler modifications. Furthermore, by using standard techniques for core switching, we require no OS modification. We have considered several variations of phase transition marking that are classified into three kinds based on whether it operates on the attributed control-flow graphs, the attributed interval graphs, or the attributed loop graphs. In all cases, phase marks are placed on the phase transitions.

Adding Phase Marks to Attributed CFG. Our first class of methods all consider a section to be a basic block ($\beta$) in the attributed CFG ($CFG$). The advantage of using basic blocks is that execution of a single instruction in a block implies that all instructions in the block will execute. This means
the phase type for the section is likely to be accurate and the same as the corresponding basic block type $\pi \in \Pi$, where $\beta$ is $(\beta, \pi)$. Our naïve phase marking technique marks all edges in the attribute CFG where the source and the target sections have different phase types. As is evident, this technique has a problem. The average basic block size in a program is small (tens of instructions). Phase marking at this granularity resulted in frequent core switches overshadowing any performance benefit. To avoid this, we use two techniques.

The first technique eliminates small sections of code. In other words, if the section has less than a threshold weight as defined by our node weight function, $\varphi : N \mapsto \mathbb{R}$. This eliminates core switching for very small blocks of code. For example, a basic block may consist of a single instruction. Clearly it would not be cost effective to initiate a core switch so that a single instruction can execute more efficiently. Basic blocks are usually in the tens of instruction and often smaller. Even at this size the benefit of switching cores probably does not outweigh the cost of switching cores. So, we still need to pick better points for phase marks.

The second technique further addresses this problem by only considering a section if at least a fixed percentage of its successors up to a fixed depth have the same type.

**Lookahead based Phase Marking.** This technique is presented in Figure 2.6 and illustrated in Figure 2.7. The intuition is the following. If the successors of a section have the same type, it is more likely that a core switch will be worth its cost. For small loops, when we look at enough successors, we start seeing the same nodes. Thus, if a loop contains predominately one type of blocks, we can simply make a core switch before the loop begins. Furthermore, this technique serves to reduce the number of phase marks in a program. Since adding each phase mark translates to adding a small number of instructions to the footprint of the binary and the control-flow path, we will reduce both the time and space overhead of the technique and hopefully not eliminate much of its benefit.

**Adding Phase Marks to Attributed Interval Graphs.** Our second class of methods consider a section to be an interval in the attributed interval graph. Using intervals for phase marking enables us to look at the program at a more coarse granularity than basic blocks. Even with 1st order interval graphs, the intervals frequently capture small loops. This is clearly advantageous for adding phase marks since we do not want to have a core switch within a small loop because this would most likely result in far
Processed Nodes, $\mathcal{D}$
Get Successors to Depth, $\mathcal{S} : (\eta, N) \rightarrow \{\bar{B}\}$
Lookahead depth: $d$
Successor threshold: $e$
Same type count: $c$
Total count: $t$
Grouping $\mathcal{U} = \{\pi \mapsto N | \forall \pi \in \Pi\}$
Node list $N = \{\nu\}$.

for all $p \in \mathcal{P}$ do
    $\mathcal{D} = \phi$
    for all $(\eta, \pi) \in (\bar{B} \setminus \mathcal{D})$ do
        $c \leftarrow 0$
        $t \leftarrow 0$
        $S = S(\eta, d)$
        for all $(\eta', \pi') \in S$ do
            if $\pi' = \pi$ then
                $c \leftarrow c + 1$
            end if
            $t \leftarrow t + 1$
        end for
        if $c/t \geq e$ then
            $\mathcal{U} \oplus \{\pi \mapsto \mathcal{U}(\pi) \cup \{\eta\}\}$
            $\mathcal{D} = \mathcal{D} \cup \{\eta\} \cup S$
        end if
    end for
end for

Figure 2.6 Lookahead based phase marking

too frequent core switches. The disadvantage is that interval summarization to obtain dominant types introduces imprecision in the phase type information. As a result, statically computed dominant type may not be actual exhibited type for the interval based on which instructions in the interval are executed and how many times they are executed.

Adding Phase Marks to Attributed Loop Graphs. Our third class of methods consider a section to be loops in the attributed loop graph. Using loops for phase marking has even more advantages than using intervals. Not only does it allow inserting outside of loops, it also allows better handling of nested loops by frequently eliminating phase-marks within loop iterations. This an even more coarse view of
the program than the interval based technique. Furthermore, since it is in inter-procedural analysis, transitions across function calls are handled. Just like interval typing, loop typing introduces some imprecision in the type information.

2.2 Dynamic Characteristics Analysis and Tuning

After phase transition marking is complete, we have a modified binary with phase marks at appropriate points in the control flow. These phase marks contain an executable part and the phase type for the current section. The executable part contains code for dynamic performance analysis and thread-to-core assignment. During the static analysis, this dynamic analysis code is customized according to the phase type of the section to reduce overhead.

The code for a phase mark serves two purposes: First, during a transition between different phase types, a core switch is initiated. The target for this switch is the core previously determined to be an optimal fit for this phase type. Second, if an optimal fit for a given phase type has not been determined previously, the current section is monitored to analyze its performance characteristics. The decision about the optimal core for that phase type is made by monitoring representative sections from the cluster of sections that have the same phase type. By performing this analysis at runtime, we do not require the programmer to have any knowledge of the target architecture. Furthermore, the asymmetry is determined at runtime removing the need for multiple program versions customized for each target architecture. Since our static technique ensures that sections in the same cluster are likely to exhibit
similar runtime behavior, the assignment determined by just monitoring few representative sections will be valid for most sections in the same cluster. Thus, monitoring all sections will not be necessary. This helps to reduce the dynamic overhead of our technique.

For analyzing the performance characteristics of a section, we measure instructions per cycle (IPC) (similar to [52, 7]). IPC directly correlates to throughput and utilization of performance-asymmetric multicore processors. For example, a core with a high clock frequency can efficiently process arithmetic instructions. However, if the core has a cache miss, it will waste cycles waiting for this data. A core with a lower frequency will waste fewer cycles waiting for data to be retrieved. If a section is being analyzed, its IPC is monitored using hardware performance counters prevalent in modern processors. The optimal core assignment is determined by comparing the observed IPC for each core type.

Our technique for determining optimal core assignment is shown in Figure 2.8. Underlying intuition is that cores which execute code most efficiently will waste fewer clock cycles resulting in higher observed IPC. Since such cores are more efficient, they will be in higher contention. Thus, the algorithm picks a core that improves efficiency but does not overload the efficient cores.

```plaintext
select(π, δ): best core for phase type π with threshold δ.

C := {c₀, c₁, ..., cₙ} (set of cores)
Sort C s.t. i > j ⇒ f(cᵢ, π) > f(cᵢ₊₁, π).

f(cᵢ, π) - the actual measured IPC of block type π on core cᵢ.

d ← c₀
for all cᵢ ∈ C\{cₙ} do
    θ = f(cᵢ₊₁, π) - f(cᵢ, π)
    if θ > δ ∧ f(cᵢ₊₁, π) > f(d, π) then
        d ← cᵢ₊₁
    end if
end for
return d
```

Figure 2.8 Optimal core assignment for n cores

This algorithm first sorts the observed behavior on each core and sets the optimal core to the first in the list. Then, it steps through the sorted list of observed behaviors. If the difference between the current and previous core’s behavior is above some threshold, the optimal core is set to the current
core. The intuition is that when the difference is above the threshold, we will save enough cycles to justify taking the space on the more efficient core. By performing the performance analysis at runtime, this algorithm for computing optimal core assignment *does not require knowledge of the program or underlying architecture* thus easing the burden on the programmer. It also *eliminates the need for an optimized version of the program for each target architecture* thus avoiding maintenance problems.
CHAPTER 3. Phase-Guided Tuning Framework

We developed a static analysis and instrumentation framework for phase detection and marking. Compared to similar static instrumentation tools such as Intel ATOM [1], binaries instrumented with our tool execute in less than one tenth of the time taken by binaries generated with ATOM\(^1\). The low overhead of instrumentation with our framework further reduces the overhead of our phase-marks. By instrumenting binaries rather than source code, we do not require any modifications to compilers. Our framework is based on the GNU Binutils. An overview of this framework and a breakdown of its components is shown in Figure 3.1. To perform core switches, we use the standard process affinity API available for Linux kernels (ver. $\geq 2.5$). To dynamically monitor the performance of code sections, we use the Performance Application Programming Interface (PAPI) [14]. PAPI provides an interface to control and access information gathered by the processor hardware performance counters.

![Framework components](image.png)

**Figure 3.1** Framework components

\(^1\)These experiments were done by inserting code before every basic block for SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks.
To monitor the current section’s performance we use two events made available by PAPI: instructions retired and cycles. These two events allow us to calculate the IPC (instructions retired / cycles) which we use to determine the actual runtime characteristics of representative phases. Unfortunately, many CPUs only make two performance counters available. With only two performance counters, if one program is monitoring its performance using PAPI, other programs that wish to monitor performance must wait. However, our approach requires very little dynamic monitoring. Additionally, performance is only monitored for a very small section of code. Therefore, processes seldom have to wait for the availability of the counters. In the event that a process must wait, the wait time is negligible since the amount of code needed to monitor is small. Because of this, performance is not impacted significantly by the need to wait for the counters to be available.

To determine phase types for the basic blocks to seed our static analysis, we use a profile of the basic block on any input. We then use the observed IPC to assign types to basic blocks. The difference in IPC between the core types is compared to an IPC threshold value to determine the clustering for code sections. There is room for improvement with respect to this technique, however, as Chapter 4 shows, our tool works quite well in practice.
CHAPTER 4. Evaluation

The aim of this section is to evaluate our five claims made in Chapter 1. First, we made the claim that phase-guided tuning is programmer oblivious (it requires no knowledge of program behavior or performance asymmetry). Our technique is completely automatic and requires no input from the programmer. In our experimentation, workloads are generated randomly and without any knowledge of behavior of the benchmarks. Second, we claimed the technique allowed for transparent deployment. Since our analysis and instrumentation framework operates on binaries, no modification to compilers is necessary. Furthermore, since we use standard techniques for switching cores, no OS modifications are necessary. For example, in our experimentation, we still used the standard build scripts and compilers for the SPEC CPU benchmarks and an unmodified Linux OS. Third, we claim that with our technique you can “tune once and run anywhere”. Our static analysis makes no assumptions about the underlying asymmetry. Since our performance analysis and thread-to-core assignment are done dynamically, the same instrumented applications may be run on varying asymmetric systems. Our final two claims are those related to performance: negligible overhead and improved utilization. In the rest of this section, we use experimental results to evaluate these two claims.

First, we show that phase-guided tuning has low overhead, second, that it significantly improves the throughput of processes compared to standard Linux scheduler, and third that it maintains fairness among processes compared to the standard Linux scheduler. Finally, we compare the techniques and show how different variations are applicable for various scheduling goals.
4.1 Experimental Setup

This section describes our experimental setup including both hardware and software platforms.

4.1.1 Hardware Setup

Our setup consists of a performance-asymmetric multicore processor containing 4 cores. This setup is emulated using an Intel Core 2 Quad processor with a base clock frequency of 2.4GHz and two cores under-clocked to 1.6GHz. We use the Fedora distribution of Linux with an unmodified kernel and standard compilers. Thus, we demonstrate the transparent deployment benefit of our approach. We use the perfmon2 monitoring interface [16] to measure the throughput of entire workloads using pfmon.

There are two main benefits of using a physical system instead of a simulated system. First, porting our implementation to another system is trivial since we do not require any modifications to the standard Linux kernel. Second, we analyze our approach in a realistic setting. Others have argued that results gathered through simulation may be inaccurate if not carried out on a full system simulator [38]. This is because all aspects of the system are not considered. Therefore, a full system simulator is desired. This setup is limited in hardware configurations to test. However, we believe this platform is sufficient to show the utility of our approach.

4.1.2 Workload Construction

Many systems receive a nearly constant feed of jobs to run [8]. Improving the overall throughput of such a system will increase the amount of jobs the machine can complete in an interval of time. This increase will in turn enable the system to handle larger workload sizes. Our approach is targeting these systems, with maximizing throughput as its key objective.

Workloads range in size from 18 to 84 benchmarks in the SPEC CPU 2000 and 2006 benchmark suites. Since we want to improve throughput for systems that have a nearly constant feed of processes/requests (e.g. a server), we maintain a constant number of jobs in the workload. To achieve this, upon completion of a benchmark, another benchmark is immediately started. We determine the next process to start from a queue which is maintained for each workload slot. These queues are determined randomly. When comparing two techniques, the same queue was used for each experiment. This en-
sures that we more accurately capture the behavior of an actual system. If we were to simply restart the same benchmark upon completion, we may see the same benchmarks continuously completing if our technique favors a single type of benchmark.

4.2 Overhead

During our static analysis, we insert phase marks in the program to prepare it for phase-guided tuning. A phase mark consists of data and code. Since insertion of large chunks of code may destroy locality in the instruction cache, low space overhead is desired. This section first describes the overhead in terms of the increase in binary size caused by insertion of phase marks. Furthermore, a phase mark’s execution time is added to the execution of the original program. If such execution time is high, it is likely to overshadow the gains achieved by our technique. Thus, a low time overhead is also desired. Therefore, the time overhead is described in terms of increase in execution time over the uninstrumented version.

4.2.1 Space Overhead

To measure the space overhead, we compared the size of the original binary and modified binary for several variations of our technique. Table 4.1 shows summary statistics and Figure 4.1 shows a box plot for the measurements taken from the benchmarks in the SPEC CPU 2000 and 2006 benchmark suites. In this figure, the box represents the range of the two inner quartiles and the line extends to the minimum and maximum points. These results are presented in terms of what percentage of the instrumented application is made up of phase marks. The trends are expected and fairly clear from the figure. As the minimum size increases the space overhead decreases. Similarly, as the lookahead depth increases the space overhead generally decreases. For individual programs this is not always the case because by adding another depth of lookahead, the percentage of blocks belonging to the same type may be pushed over the threshold causing another insertion point.

These results confirmed our intuition that less phase marks will be inserted for larger minimum sizes and lookahead depths. The results for interval graph-based phase marking are interesting in that they show significantly large increase in binary size. This is primarily because interval summarization
results in the grouping of smaller basic blocks into intervals creating more sections above the instruction size threshold. The trends in space overhead offer insight into trends in time overhead.

For our best technique (loop technique with minimum size of 45), we have less than 4% space overhead. For the same technique we have an average of 20.24 phase marks per benchmark where each phase mark is at most 78 bytes.

### 4.2.2 Time Overhead

To measure the time overhead (inserted phase marks and core switches), instead of switching to a specific core, we switch to “all cores” allowing the stock Linux scheduler to handle scheduling. Thus, the difference in runtime between the unmodified binary and this instrumented binary shows the cost of running our phase marks at the predetermined points in the program. Table 4.2 shows these costs for variable workload sizes. Figure 4.2 shows results for workloads of size 84.
The trends shown are expected and are similar to those for space overhead. In some cases overhead was as little as 0.14%. More optimized instrumentation and core switching techniques are likely to decrease this overhead even further. Furthermore tighter integration with the system scheduler is likely to decrease this overhead as well, but at the expense of requiring OS modification.

These results show that our technique has a small overhead both in terms of space and time, which shows the scalability of our approach. For long running processes, the overheads are likely to decrease further. Since we only require a small number of blocks to be monitored at run-time, long running benchmarks will most likely have more time to take advantage of the thread-to-core assignment determined by our technique. This is especially the case for many server applications such as daemons. For example, a web server will determine its assignment quickly, then be able to make use of this assignment throughout its entire up-time.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>% time spent in phase marks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,0]</td>
<td>12.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,1]</td>
<td>9.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,2]</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,3]</td>
<td>8.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[15,0]</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[15,1]</td>
<td>6.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[15,2]</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[15,3]</td>
<td>5.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,0]</td>
<td>6.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,1]</td>
<td>5.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,2]</td>
<td>5.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,3]</td>
<td>7.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int[45]</td>
<td>19.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int[60]</td>
<td>15.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop[30]</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop[45]</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop[60]</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2  Time spent in phase marks

Figure 4.2  Time overhead: workload size 84
4.3 Throughput

To test our hypothesis that “phase-guided tuning will significantly increase throughput”, we compared our technique and the stock Linux scheduler (for the same workloads run under the same conditions). Throughput was measured in terms of instructions committed over a time interval (0% representing no improvement). We measure how variations of our technique and variables in our algorithms affect throughput. As mentioned previously in Section 4.1, workloads consist of a fixed number of processes running simultaneously. For all figures presented in this section, the data is taken from the first 400 seconds of the workload execution.

**IPC threshold.** First, we want to see how the IPC threshold affects throughput. As mentioned in Section 3, IPC threshold is used to determine the thread-to-core assignment. Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show how different threshold values affect throughput when all other variables are fixed (technique, min. size, lookahead, etc).
These results are expected. Extreme thresholds may show a degrade in throughput because the entire workload eventually migrates away from one core type. Between these extremes lies an optimal value. Near optimal thresholds result in a balanced assignment that assigns only well-suited code to the more efficient cores.

![Figure 4.5 Throughput improvement: Basic block strategy, IPC threshold: 0.1, min. block size: 15, Variable lookahead](image)

**Figure 4.5** Throughput improvement: Basic block strategy, IPC threshold: 0.1, min. block size: 15, Variable lookahead

![Figure 4.6 Throughput improvement: Basic block strategy, IPC threshold: 0.1, min. block size: 15, lookahead: 0, Variable error](image)

**Figure 4.6** Throughput improvement: Basic block strategy, IPC threshold: 0.1, min. block size: 15, lookahead: 0, Variable error

**Lookahead depth.** Next, we examine the lookahead depth for the basic block technique. Figure 4.3 shows how lookahead affects throughput when other variables are fixed.

This data shows that lower lookaheads generally result in higher throughput. This is because when making decisions at a more fine granularity, the program code is closely matched to ideal cores through-
out more of the programs execution. However, this improvement is at the cost of increased overhead which was discussed in Section 4.2. Furthermore, for large lookahead depths, we can see a decrease in throughput. This is because when we begin to ignore large sections of execution; these ignored sections are frequently assigned in an inefficient way.

**Clustering error.** Since a static technique for determining similarity is likely to be inaccurate, Figure 4.3 shows how our technique performs with approximate phase information. Note that even when considering no static analysis error, our behavior information is not perfect since it only considers program behavior in isolation. We tested the same variables as Figure 4.3 but with error levels ranging from 0% to 30%. To introduce this error, after determining the clustering of blocks, a percentage of blocks were randomly selected and placed into the opposite cluster.

These results show that our technique is still quite effective even when presented with approximate block clustering. With a 10% error we see almost no loss in performance and with 20% error we still see a significant performance increase. At 30% error we see almost no performance improvement.

![Figure 4.7 Throughput improvement: variable technique and minimum size](image)

**Minimum instruction size.** Now, we examine how minimum instruction size affects throughput for all three techniques. Figure 4.7 shows this comparison. The results for minimum instruction size are similar to those for lookahead. Considering smaller blocks and intervals generally results in higher throughput. This is for the same reasons as lookahead depths, however, with larger minimum instruction size we may ignore small loops that are executed frequently. As mentioned previously, this improvement must be balanced with overhead costs which were discussed in Section 4.2.
Cache behavior. To help assess where these throughput benefits are coming from, we also measured the cache hit percentage for different variations of our technique. Variations showing an improvement in throughput did not show a statistically significant difference in cache-hit rate.

4.4 Fairness

Improved throughput is clearly advantageous. However, in many systems we desire fairness. Therefore, in this section we show the fairness for variations of our technique. First, the fairness metrics are described followed by the measurements and a brief discussion.

We use three measurements to determine fairness:

- max-flow,
- max-stretch, and
- average process time.

Max-flow and max-stretch were developed by Bender et al. for determining fairness for continuous job streams [8]. We now briefly define max-flow and max-stretch. For each process, we have the following data:

- $a_i$: arrival time of process $i$,
- $C_i$: completion time of process $i$, and
- $t_i$: processing time of process $i$ (in isolation).

First, max-flow is defined as

$$\max_j F_j$$

where $F_j = C_j - a_j$. This is basically the longest measured execution time. So, if even one process is starving, this number will increase significantly. Second, max-stretch is defined as

$$\max_j \frac{F_j}{t_j}$$
This can be thought of as the largest slowdown of a job. We consider this because we want processes to speed up, but not at the expense of others slowing down significantly. These measurements for our techniques are shown in Table 4.3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>% decrease over standard Linux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max-Flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,0]</td>
<td>-10.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,1]</td>
<td>-28.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,2]</td>
<td>-51.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[10,3]</td>
<td>-43.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[15,0]</td>
<td>17.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[15,1]</td>
<td>18.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[15,2]</td>
<td>-27.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,0]</td>
<td>-39.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,1]</td>
<td>-17.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,2]</td>
<td>-41.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB[20,3]</td>
<td>-56.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int[45]</td>
<td>39.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int[60]</td>
<td>-27.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop[45]</td>
<td><strong>12.04</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loop[60]</td>
<td>-16.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3  Fairness comparison to standard Linux assignment: Improvements are shaded.

When trying to increase both throughput and fairness, our technique shows the following benefits over the stock Linux scheduler:

- 12.04% decrease in max-flow,
- 20.41% decrease in max-stretch, and
- 30.95% average decrease in process completion time.

These results were gathered over a 800 second time interval using the loop based technique with minimum size of 45 and IPC threshold of 0.15. For these same variables, we see 215% improvement in throughput (as measured in Section 4.3).
4.5 Analysis of Trade-offs

We have shown that our technique has clear advantages over the stock Linux scheduler while maintaining fairness. However, the goal of a scheduler varies based on how the system is used. Some systems desire high levels of fairness while others are only concerned with throughput. It may also be the case that a balance is desired instead. Therefore, it is important to analyze the trade-off between fairness, average speedup, and throughput. In this section we discuss these trade-offs and how different variations of our technique perform with specific scheduling needs.

**Speedup vs. Fairness.** First, we examine the trade-off between speed and fairness. Speedup refers to the average process run-time. Max-stretch is used for fairness. We expect a positive correlation between the two with some exceptions. These exceptions occur when many processes finish quickly while few starve. Figure 4.8 shows this trade-off for different variations of our technique.

![Figure 4.8 Speedup vs fairness: average time vs. max stretch](image)

These results are expected and show that a nice balance between the two exists. Our interval and loop techniques appear to perform quite well at balancing these two metrics. Many variations show significant increases in speedup, but at a loss of fairness.

**Throughput vs. Fairness.** Next, we examine the trade-off between throughput and fairness.
This is important to consider since frequently the goal is to either maximize one of these or to find a reasonable balance. Intuitively, we expect a somewhat negative correlation between the two. This is because very high improvements in throughput are likely to be at the cost of some process starvation. Figure 4.9 shows this comparison.

![Figure 4.9 Throughput vs fairness (max-stretch)](image)

These results show that we see throughput increase by as much as 662%, but at a significant cost in fairness. Variations of our technique exist that balance the two. For example our loop based technique improves throughput by 215% while improving fairness.

**Speedup vs. Throughput.** Now, we examine the trade-off between speedup and throughput. Since speedup is somewhat correlated with fairness, the trends are somewhat similar to the previous comparison of throughput and fairness. These two are different in that speedup is degraded by long starving processes while throughput is not affected by these. Figure 4.10 examines this trade-off.

From this figure we can make observations similar to the last comparison. Throughput can be improved significantly, but at the cost of average speedup. For example, fine grained techniques perform quite well at improving throughput, but degrade fairness significantly. Our interval and loop techniques again give a nice trade-off between the two by improving both throughput and speedup.

**Summary of Results.** In closing, our results show that phase-guided tuning significantly outperforms the stock Linux scheduler in terms of the throughput obtained on a performance-asymmetric
multicore processor, while maintaining fairness and with a negligible overhead in most cases. In particular, our interval based technique balances throughput and fairness significantly well achieving improvements in throughput as high as 215% and an average process speedup of up to 36%. Our approach thus shows its potential in improving the utilization of performance-asymmetric multicore processors. With recent thrust towards research and development of these processors, the advances in thread-to-core assignment that we propose are timely and important.
CHAPTER 5. Related Work

A preliminary version of this work was presented in our IWMSE workshop paper [50]. This work only considered the static analysis at the basic block and intra-procedural first order interval techniques. We have since significantly enhanced our approach to be inter-procedural, to consider loops, and to handle loop nesting. Furthermore, we have considered the balance of fairness, speedup, and throughput as an important factor. This realization has shaped much of the analysis in this paper. Somewhat contrary to our preliminary results, after rigorous experiments with much larger data set it turned out that the interval-level techniques were quite superior to the basic block techniques. This further led to the development of the loop-level inter-procedural static analysis.

Besides our previous work, we know of no previous work which has all of the benefits of our technique. There does exist previous work that are related to ours in spirit. This work may be divided into three categories. First, those which aim to improve performance for heterogeneous multicore processors. Second, those which aim to develop algorithms and programming environments for heterogeneous systems. Third, those related to determining phase behavior and those which use phase behavior for dynamic optimizations.

Becchi et al. [7] proposed a dynamic assignment technique that uses the IPC of a program segments. However, this work focuses largely on ensuring load balance across cores whereas our technique aims to maximize throughput. Another technique which focuses on load balancing in the scheduler was proposed by Fedorova et al. [17]. They make the case that a core assignment must be balanced. Shelepov and Fedorova [46] propose a technique which does not require dynamic monitoring. They estimate cache misses in order to estimate the run-time difference between core types in their architecture. This technique does not consider the changes in behavior a program will make throughout its execution. Li et al. [35] also focus on load balancing in the OS scheduler. They modify the OS scheduler based
on the asymmetry of the cores. While this produces an efficient system, the scheduler will need some knowledge of the underlying architecture. Our work differs from these in the following way. First, we are not directly concerned with load balancing. Second, we focus on properly scheduling the different phases of a program's behavior. Also similar is the work by Tam et al. [52] which determines thread-to-core assignment based on increasing cache sharing. They use cycles per instruction (CPI) as a metric to improve sharing for symmetric multicore processors. Kumar et al. propose a temporal dynamic approach [28]. After certain time intervals, a sampling phase is triggered. After the sampling phase, the system makes a decision regarding the assignment of all currently executing processes. This procedure is carried out throughout the entire program's execution. To reduce the dynamic overhead, we do not require monitoring once assignment decisions have been made.

A wide range of research has been done on algorithms for optimal distribution of computation over heterogeneous networks of computers. This work can be divided into two categories: approaches for finding an optimal distribution that assume that the processor characteristics and the program characteristics are known [6, 30, 45], and techniques that allow programmers to specify the program's characteristics and use this input to obtain an optimal distribution [29, 31]. Instead of working with a heterogeneous network of computers, we focus on heterogeneous multicore. The main issue with these two classes of ideas is that currently the level of specifications expected from the programmer is high, which significantly increases the intellectual burden of the task, which in turn impairs its practicality. Our technique eliminates this burden.

There is a large body of work on determining phase behavior [49, 15, 51], using phase behavior to reduce simulation time [5, 12, 48, 19, 51, 47, 34], guide optimizations [24, 22, 42, 39, 43, 44, 54], etc. Most of these techniques determine phase information with a previously generated dynamic profile. As mentioned previously, collecting a this profile requires end-users to develop representative sets of test cases for the program. Techniques that determine the phase information dynamically do not require this input, however, they are likely to incur dynamic overheads. We conduct much of our analysis statically followed by limited analysis dynamically.
CHAPTER 6. Future Work

Future work involves extending phase-guided tuning and its underlying analysis techniques in several directions. This includes three major directions: static approximate phase analysis, improved phase transition marking, and improved dynamic analysis and tuning. There are a few minor enhancements to explore as well. Also, future work involves investigating other optimizations which may benefit from a similar analysis framework.

6.1 Phase-Guided Tuning

There are several directions in which phase-guided tuning may be improved. Here, a few are highlighted that are the most interesting and are concrete plans for immediate future work.

6.1.1 Static Approximate Phase Analysis

The first and most interesting direction of future work is to explore and evaluate techniques for determining approximate similarity between behavior of code segments. Since our technique relies on such an analysis to function well, the development and accuracy of a similarity analysis technique is crucial.

As mentioned in Chapter 5 there is a large body of work on determining program behavior [49, 15, 51]. Again, these techniques either determine phase information using previously generated dynamic profile or determine the phase information at run-time. While accurate, techniques based on profiles require representative sets of inputs for the program and may not be accurate for other inputs. Techniques that determine the phase information dynamically do not require this input, however, they have a runtime overhead and require segments to be executed at least once before we can make decisions regarding its behavior.
Recall that our goal is to predict similarity between behavior regardless of the underlying architecture. The reason for this is to support the idea of “tune once run anywhere” discussed in Chapter 2. To recall, “tune once run anywhere” means that we can use the same version of the optimized binary on any system regardless of its asymmetry. Hoste et al. [23] developed a set of metrics called MICA to characterize the behavior of a workload independently of the underlying architecture. The result is a predicted similarity between programs that will hold on any machine. The limitation is that this technique requires dynamic execution traces to determine the values for the metrics.

Thus, the goal for future work is to determine a similar set of metrics which we can approximate statically. Then, using these metrics we can predict similarity between program segments. Potential metrics include but are not limited to:\footnote{Many similar metrics are used in MICA [23]}

- Instruction type: the mix of instruction types present in a code segment. For example, floating point operations versus integer operations or percentage of slow instructions (ex: division).
- Register usage: Even though general purpose registers may be used for a wide range of uses, registers typically have a specific use (ex: counters, return values, etc).
- Cache behavior: Memory accesses are significantly slower than cache accesses. Thus, predicting cache performance is crucial. Furthermore, with many processors, memory access becomes a bottleneck [10, 37]. If we can predict the number of memory (or higher-level cache) accesses for a code block based on a variety of cache sizes, we can then group blocks with similar behavior for different cache sizes.
- Branch prediction: Branch miss-prediction can be very expensive (more than 100 cycles on average for our Quad core machine). Thus, the accuracy of hardware branch predictors will have a large impact on performance. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider how easily the branch predictor can make decisions regarding branch prediction.
- Instruction level parallelism: The degree of instruction level parallelism a block may exhibit is another factor which will impact performance. To predict this, we need to know dependencies.
between instructions which may be difficult or impossible to determine statically. For example, the memory locations created by memory allocation may not be known until run-time.

• Heap shape transformations: Another hypothesis is that the data access and update patterns of a code segment will give insights into behavior. For example, a search through a linked list may have similar behavior to an insert at a specific location.

Like the results of MICA show, combining all of these metrics is likely to give us some indication of run-time behavior.

6.1.2 Phase Transition Marking

For a thread, switching cores is highly expensive. Thus, the performance of phase-guided tuning will only be effective if we switch cores infrequently. Therefore, we have to very carefully consider the improvements achieved by switching cores at a given point and the cost of the core switch. Too frequent core switching will result in performance loss whereas too infrequent core switching will result in poorly assigned code segments.

In this thesis, several techniques for determining phase transitions were presented. All of which tried to achieve the same goal: only switch to an optimal core for large code sections such that the benefits outweigh the costs of switching. The problem is that these techniques only looked at the control flow graph. Consider the loop analysis. Using our current techniques, a loop that executes twice is considered the same as a loop that will execute thousands of times. It may be worthwhile to switch cores if we are going to have thousands of iterations, but it is intuitive that two small loop iterations are not enough to justify a core switch. Our current technique only considers loops that have more than some number of instructions. This works in some cases, but suppose we have a 20 instruction loop that executes one thousand times and a 100 instruction loop that executes twice. The smaller loop will run 20,000 instructions whereas the bigger one will run 200 instructions. Clearly we are more likely to see benefits from tuning the smaller loop that iterates more times.

To address this problem, the current analysis techniques may be combined with ideas from worst case execution time (WCET) [55, 36] and symbolic bound computation [21]. These techniques will allow us to either predict bounds on the number of iterations a loop may have or in some cases the
exact number of iterations. Using this technique, we can relax our previous restrictions on size and focus more on the time spent in the loop.

6.1.3 Dynamic Tuning

Recall that our key insight for reducing the dynamic overhead is to only require monitoring a small number of code segments and then using these results to schedule all future blocks. This works well for many cases, however, it is well known that within a program there are “warm-up” phases [49]. If our program makes its decision while in such a phase, the assignment may not be valid for other phases. Typically this is not an issue since these phases also involve different code segments being executed. For example, we may take some input, then process it. Sometimes, however, these warm-up phases happen when we take different paths through a loop. For example, the first iteration through a loop may involve allocating memory. Thus, it is likely worthwhile to consider such cases. Furthermore, the characteristics of a core are likely to change based on the current workload [32]. For example, a thread may be executing with few cache misses. Then, another thread may enter the same core that uses much of the cache space. Then, the first thread will probably begin to have cache misses. This results in the same code having different behavior at different times. Therefore, for a long running program, an assignment may become poor as other programs change their resource usage. Clearly these cases need to be considered in practice.

To capture such cases, we plan to implement a feedback mechanism which periodically measures the effectiveness of an assignment strategy to determine if it is still a good assignment. This mechanism will allow is to alter the assignment as the workload characteristics change. Also, it will help avoid poor assignments which may arise due to warm-up stages.

Furthermore, the current scheduling technique makes almost purely local decisions. Another plan is to extend the thread-to-core assignment technique to consider global (system) optimization and potential thread interference.
6.1.4 Minor Enhancements

Minor improvements to phase-guided tuning include the following. Tighter integration with the schedule to reduce the cost of core switching. Streamlining usage of the performance counters for performance monitoring.

6.2 Other Optimizations

Finally, the ideas presented in this paper are a single use case for phase-guided tuning. Future work involves generalizing this framework for a wide range of optimizations. Furthermore, several such optimizations will be explored and implemented to show the effectiveness of a general framework for phase-guided tuning.

For example, cache optimizations may perform differently in the presence of different cache hierarchies. The problem then is to choose a subset of representative versions of the optimized code. Each of these versions is put into the optimized binary. Then, at runtime, we can determine which version is best for the system, the specific core, or the current workload state.
CHAPTER 7. Conclusion

Performance-asymmetric multicore architectures are an important class of processors that have been shown to provide nice trade-off between the die size, number of cores on a die, performance, and power [20, 27, 40]. Devising techniques for their effective utilization is an important software engineering problem that influences the eventual uptake of this class of processors [35, 40]. The need to be aware of, and optimize based on, the applications’ characteristics and the nature of multicore processor significantly increases the intellectual burden on the software developer. Furthermore, the need to create separate versions for each target architecture decreases reusability and creates a maintenance burden. In this work, we have shown that phase-guided tuning solves all of these problems by utilizing the phase behavior that is common in programs. Phase-guided tuning is fully automatic, can be deployed in existing tool chains, and produces asymmetry-independent binaries. This significantly reduces the expertise necessary for programming performance-asymmetric multicores. Apart from these software engineering benefits, phase-guided tuning also has several performance advantages. Our experiments show that improvements in throughput by up to 215% with a 36% reduction in the average process time when compared to the stock Linux scheduler. This is all done while incurring negligible overheads (less than 0.2% time overhead) and maintaining fairness.
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